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POPULATION STATUS AND CONSERVATION 
OF THE bonelli’s eagle Aquila fasciata IN CYPRUS

Nicolaos KASSINIS(1), Haris HADJISTYLLIS(1) & Asaf MAYROSE(2)

ABSTRACT.– Population status and conservation of the Bonelli’s Eagle Aquila fasciata in
Cyprus. the Bonelli’s eagle (Be) Aquila fasciata is currently the only eagle species breeding in
cyprus. about 75% of the nests are on large pine trees, and the rest are on cliffs. there are currently
about 40 known breeding territories in the area under the effective control of the government of the
republic of cyprus and at least 10 more on the turkish-occupied north cyprus, hence the entire
cypriot Be population consist of about 50 pairs and it is probably the densest in the eastern
Mediterranean basin (with an average of 5.4 pairs/1000 km²). an eu co-funded Project named liFe
Bonelli eastMed is being implemented since september 2018 and will last until February 2023.
this international project, with partners from greece and cyprus, aims at the conservation of the Be
population in eastern Mediterranean. under the framework of the project, there is an emphasis on
identifying the threats to the population and addressing them with the appropriate conservation
actions. Monitoring of the breeding sites revealed a nesting success that ranging 1.6 - 1.8 fledglings
per successful pair in 2019-2021 (n = 35-38 active territories). since 2019, 35 eagles (most of them
juveniles) were fitted with gPs-gsM transmitters. none of these eagles have so far left the island so
it can be said that the population is virtually non-migratory and eagles that fledge in cyprus disperse
within the island. there is also a clear discrimination between adult territorial occupancy, occurring
mostly in the mountainous, rugged and forested areas of the island, while juveniles disperse to the
lowlands, namely the coastal plains and the extensive central Mesaoria plain. important foraging
areas have been identified in parts of the un-patrolled Buffer zone. these areas are to a large extent
devoid of human activities, and are rich in prey. during 2019-2021, 12 out of the 35 tagged eagles
were found injured or dead. direct persecution (shooting) was found as the most common risk factor
(42% of the cases), electrocution, collision with wind turbines and secondary poisoning playing a
minor but important role, impacting eagles’ survival on the island.

RÉSUMÉ.– État de la population et conservation de l’Aigle de Bonelli Aquila fasciata à Chypre. l’aigle
de Bonelli (Be) Aquila fasciata est actuellement la seule espèce d’aigle se reproduisant à chypre. environ
75% des nids se trouvent sur de grands pins et le reste sur des falaises. il existe actuellement environ
40 territoires de reproduction connus dans la zone sous le contrôle effectif du gouvernement de la république
de chypre et au moins 10 autres dans le nord de chypre occupé par la turquie, d’où l’ensemble de la
population chypriote d’aigle de Bonelli composée d’environ 50 couples qui est probablement la plus dense
du bassin méditerranéen oriental (avec une moyenne de 5,4 couples/1000 km²). un projet cofinancé par
l’ue nommé liFe Bonelli eastMed est mis en œuvre depuis septembre 2018 et durera jusqu’en fé-
vrier 2023. ce projet international, avec des partenaires de grèce et de chypre, vise à la conservation
de la population de l’aigle de Bonelli en Méditerranée orientale. dans le cadre du projet, l’accent est mis
sur l’identification des menaces pesant sur la population et sur leur résolution par des actions de conser-
vation appropriées. la surveillance des sites de reproduction a révélé un succès de nidification allant de
1,6 à 1,8 oisillons par couple ayant réussi en 2019 à 2021 (n = 35 à 38 territoires actifs). depuis 2019,
35 aigles (la plupart juvéniles) ont été équipés d’émetteurs gPs-gsM. aucun de ces aigles n’a jusqu’à
présent quitté l’île, on peut donc dire que la population n’est pratiquement pas migratrice et que les ai-
glons qui s’envolent à chypre se dispersent dans l’île. il existe également une distinction claire entre
 l’occupation territoriale des adultes se produisant principalement dans les zones montagneuses, accidentées
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from a minimum of 55m up to a 1,200m a.s.l.,
suggesting that the eagles can potentially occupy
most of the island. nearest neighbor distance
(nnd) for 27 nesting sites was 7.4 + 1.1km (range
4.1 - 11.5km). the mean number of fledglings /
successful pair was 1.44 + 0.53 for the period
1999-2009 (KAssinis, 2010).

the species inhabits mountainous, rugged
terrain, nests mostly at the forest edge but usually
hunts in more open areas. immature eagles dur-
ing dispersal tend to hunt in lowland maquis,
agricultural areas and wetlands where prey is
more abundant and more easily obtainable. Also,
a few, mostly juvenile and immature birds appear
annually in coastal areas during fall.

the BE in Cyprus preys mainly on medium-
sized birds and small mammals (iEzEKiEL et al.,
2004; KAssinis, 2010). its main prey species are
the Chukar Partridge Alectoris chukar, Com-
mon woodpigeon Columba palumbus, Rock
and feral pigeon C. livia, Corvids (mainly
Black-billed Magpie Pica pica and Hooded
Crow Corvus corone cornix), water birds found
near wetlands and reservoirs (Coot Fulica atra
and Little Egret Egretta garzetta) and domestic
fowl. Game farm chukars released in late sum-
mer for augmenting the wild stock for hunting
purposes are utilized by the eagles that regularly
hunt in the vicinity of the release pens in the
countryside (KAssinis & MiLtiAdou, 2010).
small mammals, mainly the abundant Black
Rat Rattus rattus but also the European Hare
Lepus europaeus come second. Reptiles follow
in importance, especially large lizards such as
the starred Agama Stellagama stellio, occasion-
ally schneider’s skink Eumeces schneiderii. in
2009, the remains of a Cyprus mouflon lamb
Ovis gmelini ophion were found under a BE’s
nesting tree. the mouflon is the largest mam-
mal on the island and is quite common in the
eagle’s stronghold, Pafos forest.

materials and methods

the Life Project “Conservation and Manage-
ment of the BE population in eastern Mediter-
ranean” (Life Bonelli EAstMEd) is being
implemented from september 2018 to February
2023 (4.5 years duration). its major objective is
to ensure a favorable conservation status for the
species’ populations in the Eastern Mediter-
ranean basin. Project partners are from Greece
and Cyprus with the university of Crete as the
coordinating beneficiary. other partners include
the Greek Ministry of Environment, the Hellenic
ornithological society, nCC (nature Conserva-
tion Consultants Ltd), the Cyprus Game and
Fauna service and the Cyprus department of
Forests. several preparatory and conservation
actions are implemented during the project:

n standard monitoring of territories and nesting
activity,

n telemetry study aims at collecting movement
data and identify risk factors (tagged as
nestlings before fledging or trapped),

n data collection on the main prey species,
n Reducing disturbances near nesting sites,
n Reduce eagle mortality from interactions with

electricity infrastructures,
n Prevent eagle drowning in artificial reservoirs
n improve the foraging habitat of the eagles

(seeding plots, create forest clearings).

results

main project actions
Monitoring of territories and nesting activ-

ity.– Monitoring has been carried out for 2019,
2020 and 2021 nesting seasons (tAB i).

nesting activity, territorial behavior and aer-
ial displays were noted from early december.
Egg-laying start in the lower altitudes territories
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introduction

Bonelli's Eagle (named thereafter BE) is a fairly
large-sized eagle, typical of Mediterranean land-
scapes of southern Europe and western Asia. it is
considered an important top avian predator in the
food-chain of Mediterranean ecosystems (CHEy-
LAn 1977; donAzAR et al., 2005) and as such, it can
also be regarded as a flagship species for their con-
servation. Raptors around the world are facing
challenges due to anthropogenic activities which
often have negative impacts on their populations,
driving some of them to the verge of extinction.
Poisoning, poaching, electrocution and collision
with power-lines and wind turbines have been
identified as the major causes of raptor mortality
(MACioRowsKi et al., 2020).

the BE is no different in this respect. during
the last decades, the species suffer from local de-
clines and range restriction in Europe, resulting
in the declaration of it as having an unfavorable
conservation status (sPEC 3) (BiRdLiFE intER-
nAtionAL, 2004). its European population is es-
timated at 1032-1223 pairs, 80% of which is in
the iberian Peninsula (BiRdLiFE intERnAtionAL,
2010).

the BE is the only eagle species that breeds in
Cyprus since the extinction of the imperial
Eagle, Aquila heliaca, in the 1980s (KouRtELLAR-
idEs, 1998). Another change in the island’s raptor
avifauna is the settling of the Long-legged Buz-
zard, Buteo rufinus, which has started to nest in
Cyprus in the early 1990s and is currently a com-
mon breeder.

the two species share some areas for nesting
and foraging, but it is believed that there is no
fierce competition between them as the eagle is
a predominantly tree nester and avian predator
and the buzzard a cliff-nester and small mam-
mal predator (KAssinis et al., 2022).

the BE population has known some signifi-
cant fluctuations since the middle of the 20th cen-
tury. during the late 1950s the species was
considered common, with a population estimate
of more than 50 pairs (FLint & stEwARd, 1992).
However, this estimate was based largely on anec-
dotal observations. during the 1980s and early
1990s, the population declined to less than 20
pairs (BiRdLiFE intERnAtionAL / EBCC 2000)
most probably due to extensive use of poison baits
to control Red Fox Vulpes vulpes population, but
this figure as well, was not based on systematic
monitoring but mostly on expert opinion.

the first study that was based on systematic
surveys (KAssinis, 2010) estimated the BE popu-
lation at 31 - 39 breeding pairs (0.52 - 0.65 pairs
/ 100km²) in the area controlled by the Cyprus
government. the population in the turkish-oc-
cupied part of the island is estimated at about 10
pairs (BEdon et al., 2013), with no details on nest
locations and breeding success.

KAssinis (2010) reported that the majority of
the nests (near 70%) are built on large Calabrian
pine Pinus brutia trees. other nests are built on
remote and extensive cliff formations or deep,
high-walled ravines.

the average altitude of the nests was 625 +
257m a.s.l (n = 22), but it varied substantially
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Nesting Active Successful nests Mean fledglings /
season territories monitored successful pair
2019 37 17 1.6
2020 35 21 1.8
2021 38 21 1.8

TABLEAU I.– nesting sites
monitoring results.

Résultats de la surveillance
des sites de nidification.

et boisées de l’île, tandis que les  juvéniles se dispersent dans les basses terres, à savoir les plaines cô-
tières et la vaste plaine centrale de la Mésorée. d’importantes zones d’alimentation ont été identifiées dans
certaines parties de la zone tampon patrouillée par l’onu. ces zones sont en grande partie dépourvues
d’activités humaines, et sont riches en proies. de 2019 à 2021, 12 des 35 aigles marqués ont été retrouvés
blessés ou morts. la persécution directe (tir) a été identifiée comme le facteur de risque le plus courant
(42% des cas), l’électrocution, la collision avec des éoliennes et l’empoisonnement jouant un rôle secondaire
mais néanmoins important, impactant la survie des aigles sur l’île.

Mots-clés: Aquila fasciata, statut de la population, conservation, chypre.
Keywords: Aquila fasciata, Population status, conservation, cyprus.

(1) Game and Fauna Service, Ministry of Interior, Cyprus (nkassinis@cytanet.com.cy).
(2) Animal Flight Laboratory, Haifa University, Israel.



the annual movements of two adult female
Bonelli’s Eagles are shown in their respective, ad-
jacent territories (FiG. 3).

sensitivity maps (FiGs. 4, 5) were developed
using the Maxent model for juveniles and adults,
by analyzing telemetry data from the first year of
the project (2019) and incorporating the infor-
mation obtained from studying nesting distribu-
tion and success for almost 30 years.

when becoming subadults BE tend to use
more canyons and gorges that are not occupied
by an adult pair especially in the districts of Li-
massol and Paphos. use of lowlands is still ob-
served but for short periods.

identifying main prey items
Pellets and prey remain have been collected

in May-June during the nesting seasons of 2019,
2020 and 2021 from several sites across the is-
land. in total 238 pellets and prey remain from
25 sites have been collected and analyzed, repre-
senting 364 prey items. similarly, this has been
carried out in Project’s nesting sites in Crete,
Aegean islands, and parts of the mainland from
the Greek partners. some preliminary results for
Cyprus showed that as of % frequency of occur-
rence (%Fo) 49% were birds, 47% mammals and
4% reptiles. As far as % Biomass 52% were birds,
46% mammals and 2% reptiles (H. ALivizAtos,
natural History Museum of Crete, pers. com.).
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in mid-January and continue throughout Febru-
ary. Eaglets fledge mostly during May, and some
in June. By the end of August most juveniles are
in dispersal mode. BE usually have an average
mature age of 3,5 years (BALBontin et al., 2003),
although some tagged eagles were observed pair-
ing up on their second year, but no successful
nesting has been recorded at these ages.

Most of the nesting pairs had 1-2 nestlings per
brood, and 3 nestlings were recorded only twice
in 20 years of monitoring (last time in 2020).

in 2021, 24 pairs (63%) of the 38 nesting ter-
ritories monitored, had only tree nests in their
territory, 9 pairs occupied cliff nests (about 24%)
whereas 5 pairs had both a tree and a cliff nest
(13%). the average number of alternative nest-
ing trees per nesting site was 2.6 (range 1-7) for
the exclusive tree-nesters.

Tagging eagles with GPS transmitters.– in the
period 2019-2021, 35 Bonelli’s Eagles were fitted
with GPs/GsM data loggers (ornitela 30g).

n in 2019 18 birds were tagged (13 juveniles, 4
subadults, 1 adult).

n in 2020 9 birds (8 juveniles, 1 adult).
n in 2021 8 birds (7 juveniles, 1 adult).

the above tagged birds were either tagged as
nestlings before fledging or when trapped post-
fledging. From 2019 to 2021, 19 birds were
tagged as nestlings, 14 were trapped and tagged
and two were birds that recovered from the
Game and Fauna service wildlife Rehabilitation
Center and released (one of them was rescued
after being caught in a chicken pen and another
was found weak within a windfarm after proba-
bly colliding with the wind turbine).

out of 14 birds that were trapped and tagged,
two were adults (2 females) and two subadults (1
female, 1 male). the other ten were all 1st calen-
dar year juveniles (8 females, 2 males). overall,
11 out of 14 BE that were trapped and tagged
were females.

annual movements
the first-year movements of two Juvenile BE

at dispersal are shown (FiG. 1 and FiG. 2). By end
of August all juveniles are in dispersal mode.
Most commonly, juveniles are using the low-
lying areas, with the Mesaoria plain and Larnaka
district lowlands being used more often. wet-
lands such as salt lakes, dams and reservoirs,
sewage treatment plans and perennial streams
are often visited by dispersing juveniles.
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FIG. 1.– First year movements
during dispersal of a gPs-

tagged juvenile Bonelli’s eagle.

Mouvements enregistrés par
GPS lors de la première année
de la dispersion d’un Aigle de

Bonelli juvénile.

FIG. 2.– First year movements
during dispersal of a gPs-

tagged juvenile Bonelli’s eagle.

Mouvements enregistrés par
GPS lors de la première année
de la dispersion d’un Aigle de

Bonelli juvénile.

FIG. 3.– territories of two
tagged female Bonelli’s

eagles.

Territoires de deux
femelles Aigles de Bonelli

marquées.

FIG. 4.– sensitivity map of
juvenile in dispersal

mode.

Carte prédictive de la
 dispersion des juvéniles.

FIG. 5.– sensitivity map of
Breeding distribution. 

Carte de la modélisation
de la répartition de l’aire

de reproduction.

Juvenile Dispersal prediction
Threshold %

Breeding Distribution modelling
Threshold %

0-25
25-50
50-75
75-100

0-25

25-50
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n Poisoning: 2. one deliberate targeting the
eagle that was preying on poultry, one second-
ary poisoning from consuming a rodent that
consumed rodenticide (bromadiolone),

n Electrocution/collision with utility lines and
wind turbines: 4. two tagged and one un-
tagged BE died from electrocution, and one
was killed by colliding on a wind turbine,

n unknown/unspecified reasons/tagged eagle
could not be recovered: 2.

the mortality events that were documented
during 2019 - 2021 (tAB. ii) show that the main
threat to the species in Cyprus is direct persecu-
tion (shooting and poisoning). two out of 5 in-
cidents occurred during hunting days, so they may
result from incidental interaction between the
hunter and the eagle, while the other 3 occurred
on non-hunting days as a result of deliberate shoot-
ing from farm owners that rase animals such as
chickens and rabbits that are sometimes eaten by
the eagles. Although previously it was men-
tioned that two more non-tagged birds were re-
covered shot, in order to have a better and more
correct understanding of the impact of every mor-
tality cause, only the tagged birds that died were
taken into account to better understand the
magnitude of every type of mortality. Furthermore,
the tagged bird that was shot and recovered near
a poultry farm was considered as a loss due to di-
rect persecution because of causing damage to hu-
mans. Considering the above, 6 out of 12 cases or

50%, the birds died from direct persecution. For
the 4 (3 shot and one poisoned) out of 12 birds or
33.3%, were killed (or attempted killing - one case)
deliberated, the suspected reason was the eagle
damage to domesticated animals such as chick-
ens and rabbits. Bearing in mind the above and
since that the biggest threat of BE is deliberate
killing near domesticated animal pens, Human –
wildlife conflict should be differentiated (FiG. 6)
from the other mortality factors for better un-
derstanding the magnitude of the problem, but
help us find solutions to it as well.
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reducing disturbance near nesting sites
By the end of the project, access by public on

roads near sensitive nesting areas will be con-
trolled. A gate will be used that will be blocking
access during the breeding season. the biggest
obstacle to apply the specific action is that in the
lowlands and outside the state forest areas, most
of the land is privately owned and blocking ac-
cess will create conflicts on land use. As of this,
the budget for the specific action will be carried
out mostly in state forest areas after collabora-
tion with the department of Forests in order to
choose appropriate locations. Most of the candi-
date locations have already been identified.

reducing mortality from electrical infra-
structures

After analyzing telemetry data from the first
year of the project (2019) and incorporating the
information obtained from studying nesting dis-
tribution and success for almost 30 years, a sen-
sitivity map of the species for the entire island
was developed using a Maxent model. MAXEnt
(Maximum entropy model) is a species distribu-
tion model (sdM) commonly used in ecological
studies for predicting species’ distribution by uti-
lizing all kind of environmental data and a set of
the species’ presence records (FouRCAdE et al.,
2014). the sensitivity map was then used in a
Gis program in order to select dangerous elec-
tricity poles and retrofit them. two areas were
chosen for retrofitting at a first stage, with a total
of 30 electricity poles identified.

reducing eagle mortality in artificial reser-
voirs

drowning in small reservoirs with steep
banks and cemented water tanks is a serious
mortality issue for wildlife in general, especially
in arid areas with little surface water available in
the long dry season (AndERson et al., 1999;
LAFon, 2006). Cyprus being an arid island, the
construction and use of water reservoirs used to
be very common, in order to water livestock and
summer crops. Many such water storage tanks
have been abandoned across the island but are
still getting filled with water during the winter
and pose a potential threat to wildlife. For this
reason, an action towards minimizing this risk

in areas with previous raptor and other wildlife
drowning records was implemented. 44 floating
rafts have been installed in small reservoirs and
large water tanks in such areas and within areas
frequently used by BE and other large raptors. it
is under consideration to make it mandatory
under the law for the owner to take prevention
measures for wildlife drowning in such reser-
voirs, at least within sPAs and natura 2000 sites.

improving bonelli’s eagles foraging habitat
For the purposes of this action, several fields

and potential openings to be cleared have been
identified in three natura 2000 project sites. in to-
tal, 200.1 decares (20 hectares) have been opened
by clearing scrub vegetation, cultivated and sown
with winter cereals in 2020 and 2021. in April-May
food plots have been checked for crop growth.
these food plots/clearings are expected to attract
wildlife that is important for these areas (chukars,
woodpigeons, hares, mouflon and smaller species
of birds, mammals and reptiles), some of which
are important in BE eagle diet (such as partridges,
pigeons, rodents). in addition to this, approxi-
mately another 4,500 decares (450 hectares) are
planted with legume/cereal mixture island wide
for wildlife habitat management, improvement
mainly for hare, chukars, woodpigeons, turtle
doves as well as for the protected Cyprus mouflon.
A large portion of these food plots are within BE
eagle territories which are positively affected by
this habitat management practice that creates for-
aging areas for the species.

identifying threats and causes of mortality
from tagged eagles

in the period 2019-2021, 11 out of 35 BE
tagged with GPs loggers were found dead or in-
jured. in addition, 3 unmarked eagles were
found dead, and one was shot, recovered reha-
bilitated and released. Causes of death or injury
were the following:

n Poaching/shooting: 7. two eagles were shot
during hunting days from poachers. Five BE
were shot near poultry pens. two tagged birds,
two untagged and another tagged that was
taken to the Game and Fauna rehabilitation
center, recovered and released.
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Risk Tagged Unmarked Total Remarks
factor eagles eagles
direct 5 2 7 2 untagged birds found shot on non-hunting days near
persecution poultry pens. another tagged eagle was shot near a 

farm and recovered

Poisoning 2 2 one deliberate poisoning targeting the eagle that was 
preying on poultry, one secondary poisoning from a 
poisoned rodent.

electrocution 2 1 3

collision with 1 1 another unmarked eagle was found injured in a wind 
wind turbines farm and recovered

unknown reason 2 2

total 9 3 15

TABLEAU II.– risk and mortality factors that were documented during 2019-2021.
Facteurs de risque et de mortalité qui ont été documentés au cours de la période 2019-2021.

FIG. 6.– Mortality factors. human - wildlife conflict
is distinguished from direct persecution.

Facteurs de mortalité. Les conflits homme-faune
se distinguent de la persécution directe.

Poaching

Human - wildlife conflict

Electrocution

Poisoning (secondary)

Collision with wind turbine

Unknown

33 %
17 %

8 %

8 %
17 % 17 %



 released partridges. the significant larger size of
the female may also suggest larger demand for
prey. tracking of tagged eagles, also showed that
certain spots within some of the foraging areas
have been observed to be used every year by ju-
veniles during their dispersal. At the end of the
fall and the beginning of winter, some of the ju-
veniles are utilizing the united nations-admin-
istered “Buffer zone” (strip between the area that
is under the effective control of the Republic of
Cyprus and the turkish-occupied north part of
the island). this is especially true for the area
west of the City of nicosia all the way west along
the plains at the foothills of troodos mountains.
this can be partly explained as the main hunting
season starts around that time and the “Buffer
zone” acts as a wildlife sanctuary, where many
species take refuge (it is a non-hunting zone). At
the same time winter cereal crops are sowed in
that area, attracting large flocks of feral pigeons
and woodpigeons seeking food and refuge from
the hunting activities that are taking place in all
the other parts of the island. the use of this area
has not been observed in such an extent with
tagged subadults that are still wondering with-
out a territory. it is known and documented by
studies of other bird species, that movements
performed by juveniles are completely different
from territorial adults (BALBontin & FERRER,
2009). when the nesting season starts and while
still in subadult stage, most of the BE stay in Pa-
phos district. Paphos is the district that has been
affected the least from the abandonment of tra-
ditional agricultural practices. As a result, it is
abundant in prey species for the BE such as
woodpigeons and chukar partridges. Further-
more, Paphos district has larger areas under
natura 2000 and sPA protection status com-
pared to the rest of the island. Another reason is
the district’s intense topography having many
streams coming from high elevations towards
the sea and creating gorges and valleys suitable
for the species.

Cyprus has a mean road density of
2.3km/km² that is comparable with countries
like France, italy and spain, many times the is-
land’s size and population. the road network on
the island has increased by 88% in the last 30
years and is also dense within the nAtuRA

2000 network (zoMEni & voGiAtzAKis, 2014).
dense road network fragments habitats and in-
creases pressures on species as well (HEiLMAn et
al., 2002). in addition to this reality, management
practices like the dense firebreak network across
the island’s mountains further fragments habi-
tats and increases disturbance. Maintaining and
widening forest roads during the nesting season
along with off-road driving in such areas, could
be a factor that can increase disturbance and may
lead to nest failure as was the case in some occa-
sions. on the other hand, fire prevention is a
major effort annually on the island, due to the
prolonged dry season. wildfires destroy large
areas every year and, in many cases, nesting ter-
ritories have been affected. the BE in Cyprus is
mostly a tree-nester and fires destroying such
large trees can degrade nesting habitat irre-
versibly.

summing up the telemetry results, it is obvi-
ous that human activities are negatively affecting
the population of the BE in Cyprus. the differ-
entiated factor “Human- wildlife conflict” after
the telemetry results it has proven to be the sin-
gle most important mortality factor for the
species. in addition, secondary poisoning, an-
other anthropogenic factor was marked as an-
other source of mortality. over 200 metric tons
of rodenticide containing Bromadiolone are dis-
tributed on average (2008-2019) every year by
the department of Agriculture in Cyprus. the
bait is composed by crushed cereal seeds (mainly
barley) mixed with carob powder that rats con-
sume and other species as well, are attracted to,
coated with Bromadiolone. Furthermore, and
without a doubt, the fact that the species is nest-
ing mostly on trees is one of the reasons that the
population in Cyprus is in a better state compare
to other Mediterranean Countries. using pine
trees for nesting enable a denser breeding as op-
posed to populations that nest exclusively on
cliffs. Having more territories and nesting pairs
helps the population replenish losses easier. Al-
though, in a fast-changing environment, in a
country with very limited space, the anthro-
pogenic impacts are expected to negatively affect
the survival of the species even more. Fire inten-
sity and frequency have been rising rapidly, de-
stroying forested areas and nesting habitat for the
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Poaching and loss of birds during hunting
season on hunting days, was the cause of death
for two birds or 17%, same as electrocution.
since the project started, one tagged bird was
confirmed to die because of secondary poisoning
from rodenticides (bromadiolone) and another
bird is suspected for secondary poisoning (wait-
ing toxicological test result). Mortality data also
revealed a previously unknown risk from elec-
trocution, when 2 tagged and 1 non-tagged ea-
gles were found dead. Apparently, there is a need
for further retrofitting of powerlines, an issue
that is being discussed with the Cypriot Elec-
tricity Authority. Also, the first case of eagle
dying from collision with a wind turbine has
been documented.

discussion

the BE population in Cyprus is in a good
conservation status and being closely monitored.
the implementation of the LiFE BonELLi’s
EAstMEd project intensified and increased this

long-term effort. nesting site monitoring and
eagle marking and tagging will continue in the
near future. the deployment of GPs/GsM data-
loggers on a large number of eagles (35 by sep-
tember 2021) provides valuable information for
the species conservation. new territories have
been identified from tagged individuals, causes
of mortality were promptly identified and im-
portant foraging areas identified. Also, poten-
tially dangerous utility networks were mapped,
so mitigation measures would hopefully be ap-
plied in the coming years. important informa-
tion coming from eagle-trapping was also
retrieved. the majority of trapped individuals
were females. this could have been the case
since results from telemetry revealed that fe-
males are wondering greater distances than
males, making it more likely for them to en-
counter a trap. Another possible explanation
could be that it is harder for the (bigger) females
to catch fast prey such as pigeons and wild
chukars than for (smaller and more agile) males,
resulting in being more attracted to recently
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FIG. 7.– the body of a juvenile
Bonelli’s eagle that was recovered
after a collision with a wind turbine.

Cadavre d’un Aigle de Bonelli juvénile
après collision avec une éolienne. 



BE, can be consider worrisome for the future of
the BE breeding range over the island. unfortu-
nately, this will worsen in the future as the tem-
perature is expected to rise.
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causes of mortality FOR BONELLI’S EAGLE 
IN CYPRUS, 1996-2021: SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL PATTERNS

Nicolaos KASSINIS(1), Panagiotis KOSTANTINOU(2), 
Haris HADJISTILLIS(1) & Andreas LYSANDROU(1)

ABSTRACT.– Causes of mortality for Bonelli’s Eagle in Cyprus, 1996-2021: Spatial and
temporal patterns. the Bonelli’s eagle Aquila fasciata is the only eagle species that breeds on the
island of cyprus. From 1996 to september 2021, 64 Bonelli’s eagles were found injured or dead and
were brought for treatment/post-mortem examination. cause of injury/death was mostly shooting
(47%) and poisoning (23%), collision with powerlines/structures and electrocution (14%), trapping on
limesticks (2%) and 15% unknown and/or unspecified. More than a third of these cases were in Pafos
district (the westernmost district), whereas larnaca and nicosia were 25% and 22% respectively, with
limassol involving 14% of them. three cases involved gPs-tagged birds dying in the turkish-
occupied northern part of the island. shooting occurred mostly during the november-February period
(major hunting season) (87%). on the other hand, poisoning occurred mostly from january - May
(67%) with the rest occurring from september-december. almost half of the cases involved juveniles
(43%), a third involved adults (34%) and the rest (23%) were immatures. Most common cause of
injury/death for juveniles was shooting (39%) and poisoning (26%), whereas poisoning was the
primary cause of death (42%) for immature eagles with collisions and electrocutions coming 2nd
(34%). adults suffered mostly from shooting with 72% of cases, whereas the rest was due to
poisoning. sixteen cases of dead individuals involved tagged birds; in the period 2002-2009, 4 out 14
eagles tagged with VhF transmitters were found dead due to shooting (75%) and poisoning. in the
period 2019 -2021, 12 out of 35 Bonelli’s eagles tagged with gPs/gsM loggers, as part of the
international project liFe Bonellis eastMed, were found dead or injured. shooting was involved
in 42% of cases, whereas for the first time electrocution (2 cases) and collision in wind farms (1 case)
were documented. Poisoning involved 2 cases, one was a case of secondary poisoning with rat
poison (bromadiolone), the first reported on the island involving a large raptor.

RÉSUMÉ.– Causes de mortalité de l’Aigle de Bonelli à Chypre, 1996-2021: modèles spatiaux et
temporels. l’aigle de Bonelli Aquila fasciata est la seule espèce d’aigle qui se reproduit sur l’île de chypre.
de 1996 à septembre 2021, 64 aigles ont été retrouvés blessés ou morts et amenés pour traite-
ment/autopsie. la cause des blessures/décès était principalement par balle (47 %) et empoisonnement
(23 %), collision avec des lignes électriques/structures et électrocution (14 %), piégeage (2 %) et 15 %
inconnue et/ou non précisée. Plus d’un tiers de ces cas se trouvaient dans le district de Pafos (le dis-
trict le plus à l’ouest), tandis que larnaca et nicosie étaient respectivement de 25 % et 22 %, limassol
impliquant 14 % d’entre eux. trois cas concernaient des oiseaux marqués par gPs mourant dans la par-
tie nord de l’île occupée par la turquie. le tir a eu lieu principalement en novembre-février (grande sai-
son de chasse) (87 %). d’autre part, les empoisonnements se sont surtout produits de janvier à mai (67 %),
puis de septembre à décembre. Près de la moitié des cas concernaient des jeunes (43 %), un tiers concer-
nait des adultes (34 %) et le reste (23 %) était des immatures. la cause la plus fréquente de blessures/de
décès chez les juvéniles était le tir (39 %) et l’empoisonnement (26 %), tandis que l’empoisonnement
était la principale cause de décès (42 %) pour les immatures, les collisions et les électrocutions venant
en deuxième position (34 %). les adultes ont été victimes surtout de tirs avec 72 % des cas, le reste
étant dû à des empoisonnements. seize morts concernaient des oiseaux marqués ; durant la période
2002-2009, 4 aigles sur 14 munis d’émetteurs VhF ont été retrouvés morts suite à des tirs (75 %) et à
des empoisonnements. au cours de la période 2019 -2021, 12 des 35 aigles munis d’enregistreurs
gPs/gsM, dans le cadre du projet international liFe Bonellis eastMed, ont été retrouvés morts
ou blessés. des tirs ont été impliqués dans 42 % des cas, alors que pour la première fois une  électrocution


